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Answer all the following questions by referring the attachments as
above.
Q.1. Fill in the blanks: a) ____________ Map shows political features of a country.
b) The shape of the Earth is not perfectly ___________.
c) There are ___________ main directions on a map.
d) _______ is a naturel feature of earth’s surface.
e) _____________ Map shows different land forms.
f) __________ sub directions are there .
Q.2.Choose the correct answer.
a) A water body on a map is represent by the colour ___________
i) yellow

ii) blue

iii)

white

iv) green

b) ___________ are the extreme north and south of the earth .
i) shapes

ii) symbols

iii)

poles iv) axis

c) Which of the following is a sub direction?
i) north-west ii) north iii)

south iv) east

d)________ map shows the boundaries between two states .
i) world map ii) Political mapiii) Physical map iv) school map
e) which of the following is a direction
i) Direction

ii) scale

iii) colour

iv ) map

f) ___________ is the ratio between the distance on the map and the real
distance onthe ground .
i) Direction

ii) scale

Q.3. Match the followings: Column A
i. Portuguese explorer
ii.Drawing of the earth
iii. Forest
iv.scale

iii) colour

iv map

Column B
a) Map
b) Green
c) Ferdinand Magellan
d)ratio on the map and real distance.
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Q.4. State True or False:a)
b)
c)
d)

Map is a model of the earth.
Physical map shows features such as, states, cities.
Big globes are easy to carry.
Globe gives us detail information of an area.

Q.5. Answer in one word:a) What is a book of map called?
b) Which colour represents the mountains on a map?
c) Ferdinand Magellan belongs to which country?
d) What is a book of maps known as?
Q.6.Answer the following in few words:a) What is a globe? How does it help?
b) What is a map? Name the different types of map.
c) What the importance of colours in a map?
d) What is the icons and symbols used on map to represent certain features
known as?
Q.7.Answer in detail:a) Differentiate between map and globe.
b) The scale used on a map is 1cm=1ookm.Fin d out the actual distance
between the following
Places with the help of their distance given on the map.

Places

Distance on a map

Actual distance

(i)Delhi-Jaipur

3.00 cm

________

(ii) Delhi-Shimla

4.00cm

________

10 cm

________

(iii) Luck now –Amritsar
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c)Identify the following picture and write the problems with it?
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________
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Q.1. Fill in the blanks: a) _____________ are also known as parallels..
b)______ is also known as meridians.
c) There are _____________ lines of latitude.
d) ___________is lies equal distance from the poles.
e) __________ is a network of horizontal and vertical lines.
f) ___________is the longest latitude.

Q.2. Choose the correct answer.
a) _____________ is a network of horizontal and vertical lines.
i) latitudes
ii) Grid
iii) Equator iv) Prime Meridian
b) The ___________ is known as 00 latitude.
i) Poles
ii) Tropic of cancer
iii) Equator
iv) Prime Meridian
c) Divides the Earth in to eastern and western Hemisphere
i) prime meridian

ii) equator iii)

Tropic of cancer iv)Tropic of Capricorn

d) The Prime meridian is a longitude of ___________
i) 180 0

ii) 0o

iii) 1/2 0

iv) 40

e) Imaginary lines running parallel to the Equator are called
i )Meridians

ii) Latitudes

iii) Axis

iv) Longitudes

f) There are -_____________ lines of longitudes.
i) 360

ii) 181iii) 90

iv ) 180

Q.3. Match the followings: A column
i. Equator
ii. Tropic of cancer
iii. Meridians
iv.900N

B column
a) 23 ½ o N
b) Longitudes
c) North Pole
d) longest latitudes
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Q.4. State True or False:a)Prime Meridian is the longest meridian.
b )There are 181 latitudes in total.
c) Equator is the longest latitudes.
d) Axis divided the earth into northern and southern hemisphere.

Q.5. Answer in one word:a) Name the longitude which is marked as 180o.
b) Which latitude runs through India?
c) Name the longitude which is marked as231/2 o s.
d) Name the 0 o Meridian .

Q.6. Answer the following in few words:a) Name the longitude which is marked as 180o.
b) Which latitude runs through India?
c) Why is Australia celebrated New-yea earlier than Europe ?
d) Which latitude runs through India? Make a list of all the states through
which does it pass?

Q.7.Answer in detail:a) Calculate the time in the countries which are located at the given longitudes?
i) 160E

ii) 40W iii) 200E

iv) 300W

b) Differentiate between longitudes and latitudes.
c) Draw &Label the following diagram.
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Activity: Prepare a globe with help of ball and map,
Instruction: Take a ball & color it in blue. Take the out- line map of
world &mark all the continents and cut them and paste them in their
accurate place.
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